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UNIT TEST 5

SECTION 1 – GRAMMAR

1 Complete the dialogue with the comparative or 
superlative form of the adjective in brackets.

A: Hi Jane. Which airline has the 1        
(cheap) tickets to Australia?

B: The 2        (good) ticket price I can find is 
with OzFlite but I don’t think it’s very comfortable. 

A: Why’s that?
B: Their planes are 3        (small) than other 

airlines and they have more seats.  
A: That’s OK. Top Air is 4        (good) than 

OzFlite but the flights are very expensive.
B: Yes, but it’s a very long flight. It’s the 

5        (long) flight you can do. You want 
to be comfortable, don’t you?

A: We haven’t got much money so let’s take it. Where 
does it leave from?

B: London Stansted airport and it leaves 
6        (early) in the morning than any 
other flight.

A: Oh, that’s the 7        (bad) airport to travel 
to. How can we get there?

B: I think it’s 8        (nice) to take the train 
than the bus or car.  And it’s 9        (fast) 
and 10        (comfortable).

A: Yes I know.  But it’s also 11        
(expensive) than the car. Let’s get the bus, then. It’s  
12        (cheap) than the train or car.

B: Yes, it is, but the bus journey is 13        
(long) than the car journey.

A: Well, we don’t want to be late. I think the  
14        (safe) thing we can do is get the 
bus the evening before and stay in a hotel. It’s 
15        (relaxing) than travelling all night.

B: Okay.

     /15

SECTION 2 – VOCABULARY

2 Choose the best option.

 1 We often ride/take/travel to school by car.
 2 Can you drive/travel/ride a lorry?
 3 George goes/rides/drives his motorbike to work 

every day.
 4 How long does the flight fly/travel/take?
 5 The plane departs/travels/takes at 8 am.
 6 We want a departure/return/cost ticket to 

Edinburgh.
 7 The bus journey leaves/takes/goes 5 hours.
 8 What’s the departure/depart/leave date of your 

flight?
 9 Most workers take the high-speed bus/car/train to 

work in this city.
10 The flight is 12 hours length/long/distance.
11 I like his new red sports/passenger/private car.
12 The speed/travel/time limit in the town is 50kph.
13 He wants an aisle/window/standard seat because he 

wants to move his legs.
14 I always travel business class/seat/place on long 

journeys.
15 What time does the plane arrive/travel/take from 

New York?

     /15
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3 Complete the dialogue with ONE word in each gap.

CUSTOMER: Good morning. Can you 
1        me about the 
buses to London.

TICKET OFFICER: When 2        you like 
to go?

CUSTOMER: Tomorrow morning.
TICKET OFFICER: There are two buses in the morning.  

One leaves at six o’clock and one at 
10 o’clock.

CUSTOMER: How 3        does it take to 
get to London?

TICKET OFFICER: About 6 hours. 
CUSTOMER: How 4        does a return 

ticket cost?
TICKET OFFICER: The return ticket costs £45.
CUSTOMER: I’d like a ticket for the first bus.
TICKET OFFICER: 5        would you like 

to pay?
CUSTOMER: By credit card.

     /5

4 Look at the table and complete the sentences 
below. Use the correct form of the words from the 
box.  

long / fast / slow / cheap / early

Method of 
transport

Leaves 
at

Journey length Ticket cost

Bus 0300 4 hours €40

Train 0600 2 hours €70

Plane 0800 30 minutes €120

Car 0600 3 hours €35

1 The bus journey takes the       time.
2 The car journey takes three hours so it is 

      than the train.
3 The bus ticket is       than the train ticket.
4 The       journey is by plane.
5 The bus leaves the       .

     /5


